PUSHING THE LIMIT:
AMERICAN INDUSTRY DURING WORLD WAR II
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The numbers are staggering. In 1939, just more than
2,000 aircraft were built in the United States. Only five
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years later, the aircraft industry reached its production
peak, building more than 96,000 aircraft in a single
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Yet the irony remained that, while businessmen like
Joe Keller prospered with the advent of government war
contacts, hundreds of thousands of young American
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WORLD WAR II:
THE DRAFTED AND THE MISSING
SURVIVORS’ GUILT:
COMING HOME
AFTER WAR
To a certain degree, Chris Keller suffers from what
later would be diagnosed as Survivor’s Guilt, a psychological term originally coined in the 1960s to describe survivors of the Holocaust who felt they
weren’t entitled to happiness or wealth after the
trauma of the concentration camps.
The arbitrary nature of war—the sheer incomprehensibility of why certain people die and others
live—provides an unstable entry point back into
society for most survivors.

In 1939, the Army had fewer than 200,000 men in uni-

lies waited with bated breath for Secretary of War Henry

form who could be sent overseas with proper training.
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As the threat of war loomed larger, Congress realized the
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During World War II
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The American death toll from World War II hovers just
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tery. That age bracket later would be expanded to men

Missing in Action, the highest number from any American

ages 18-45 after the U.S. officially entered the war.

war. Roughly 20,000 served in the Army Air Force, and

and Service Act, the first peacetime draft in the country’s

After the law was signed, more than 6,000 draft
boards were promptly set up around the country. Fami-

By the war’s end, more than 35 million men had regis-

their planes crashed in inaccessible mountainous regions
or into foreign waters.

In his introduction to the 2000 edition of All My Sons,
British scholar Christopher Bigsby writes: “Chris feels
guilty about his new happiness. In the war he led his
men to their death. He is a survivor who feels the
guilt of the survivor, a theme that Miller would return
to in After the Fall (1964). Beyond that, he can see
no connection between the sacrifices of war and the
way of life it was supposedly fought to preserve.”
Robert Jay Lifton, a psychiatrist who studied psychological disorders in World War II veterans, describes
Survivor’s Guilt this way: “It is the soldier-survivor’s
sense of having betrayed his buddies by letting them
die while he stayed alive—at the same time feeling
relieved and even joyous that it was he who survived.
… His pleasure in surviving becoming a further
source of guilt. Essentially, the survivor is plagued by
the question: how can I be thankful and guilty at the
same time?”
This syndrome is accentuated in Chris’ case: His
brother died as well as his entire company. When we
meet Chris at the beginning of Act I, he is making
his first move since the war toward owning his
much-tainted happiness—asking Ann to visit.

“I think the tragic feeling is evoked in us when we are in the presence of a character who is ready to lay
down his life, if need be, to secure one thing—his sense of personal dignity. From Orestes to Hamlet,
Medea to Macbeth, the underlying struggle is that of the individual attempting to gain his ‘rightful’ position in his society.” —Arthur Miller

ARTHUR MILLER:
HIS BODY OF WORK
TIMELINE OF
ARTHUR MILLER’S CAREER

1968—The Price, which boldly confronts the themes of materialism and class, opens on Broadway.

1936—Miller writes his first play, No Villain, in a playwriting class
at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. He wins the university’s
prestigious Avery Hopwood Award for excellence in writing.

1969—In Russia is published, a book that Miller writes with his
photographer wife Inge Morath,on their impressions of Russian
culture during the Cold War.

1938-1944—Miller joins the Federal Theater Project and begins
to write radio plays, some of which are broadcast on CBS.

1970—Fame, Miller’s television play about a playwright troubled
by his own success, is published. The play is broadcast on NBC
eight years later.

1944—The Man Who Had All the Luck opens on Broadway to
disappointing reviews; it closes after four performances.
1945—Miller writes Focus, a novel about an anti-Semite who is
mistaken for a Jew.
1947—All My Sons, directed by Elia Kazan, premieres on Broadway to rave reviews.
1949—The opening of Death of a Salesman solidifies Miller’s
place in the American theatrical and literary canons.
1949—Miller’s now-famous essay The Tragedy of the Common
Man is published in The New York Times.
1950—Miller again confronts themes of communal and social
responsibility in his adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s An Enemy of
the People, which opens at the Broadhurst Theater in New York.
1953—The Crucible opens on Broadway, sparking government
suspicion about Miller’s “un-American” lifestyle.
1955—A View from the Bridge opens on Broadway, introducing
audiences to yet another tragic Miller character, Eddie Carbone.
1961—Miller writes the screenplay for The Misfits, based on his
short story. The movie stars Clark Gable and Marilyn Monroe,
Miller’s then-wife.
1964—After the Fall, a play obviously inspired by Miller’s failed
marriage to Marilyn Monroe, opens on Broadway.
1967—I Don’t Need You Anymore, a collection of Miller’s short
stories, is published.

THE TRAGIC HERO
IN MILLER’S WORK

1972—The Creation of the World and Other Business, a play inspired by the book of Genesis, is considered Miller’s first commercial failure since The Man Who Had All the Luck.
1977—In the Country, a series of photographs by Morath with text
written by Miller on their life in Roxbury, Connecticut, is published.
1980—The American Clock opens on Broadway, featuring characters loosely based on Miller’s family.
1984—“Salesman” in Beijing, a book detailing the challenges and
insights of directing a decidedly American play in a foreign country, is published.
1987—Miller’s autobiography, Timebends: A Life, is published
1990—Miller writes the screenplay for Everybody Wins, a detective film. Although the film receives dreadful reviews, Miller’s
reputation is untarnished.
1994—Broken Glass, based on the Jewish pogrom in Nazi Germany, premieres at the Long Wharf Theatre in New Haven, Connecticut. It later wins the Tony Award for Best Play.
1996—Miller writes the screenplay for The Crucible.
2002—Resurrection Blues, Miller’s biting comedy about religious
dogma, premieres at The Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis.
2004—Miller’s final play, Finishing the Picture, premieres at the
Goodman Theatre just months before his death. The play is a dramatization of his time shooting the movie The Misfits, which
starred his wife Marilyn Monroe.

Photos (top to bottom): Michael Gambon with Elizabeth Bell and Suzan Sylvester in
the 1987 production of A View from the Bridge at the Cottesloe Theatre in London;
TimeLine’s 2001 production of Miller’s The Crucible, recipient of a 2002 Non-Equity
Jeff Award for Outstanding Production; Kevin Anderson, Brian Dennehy and Ted Koch
in the 1997 production of Death of a Salesman at The Goodman Theatre. Photo credits (top and bottom): Arthur Miller: A Playwright's Life and Works by Enoch Brater.
Photo (center): Lara Goetsch.

The Greek overtones in Miller’s work have been
the subject of countless high-school English
essays and graduate dissertations. Whether it
is Joe Keller in All My Sons, John Proctor in
The Crucible or Willy Loman in Death of a
Salesman, Miller’s uncompromising exploration
of human mistakes and regret is at the core of
his literary genius. These men, though unforgivable in their sins and failures, are as sympathetic as they are flawed.
In the Greek tragedies of Sophocles, Aeschylus and Euripides (and, later, in Shakespeare’s
tragedies), the tragic hero is marked by a fatal
flaw—usually hubris or arrogance—that compels him to commit a grave and irrevocable
error. The hero then descends into a journey
marked by denial, suffering and isolation, only
after which does he realize that death is the
only possible course. Only with the tragic hero
gone can moral order be restored; with that
death, freedom comes for all other entangled
characters.
However, drawing parallels between Miller’s
two most famous protagonists—Willy Loman
and Joe Keller—is tricky business. Joe Keller
is a pillar among men: beloved by the town in
which he lives and the boss of a powerful
business—a success by all measurable accounts. He is no Willy Loman, accustomed to
failure and rejection. Though both men follow
a similar trajectory and certainly share a similar end, Keller is more similar to the kings of
Greek tragedy than his literary counterpart.

